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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
. ATIN: Doewnent Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555 ,

Dear Sitt

TVA - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR FIANT (BFN) UNIT 1 - DOCKET No. 50-259 - FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE DPR-33 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT BFRO-50-259/89016

The enclosed report provides details concerning the discovery of incore -

detectors unaccounted for in BFN's special nuclear material inventory. This
report is submitted as a voluntary licensee event report. ;

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

eqKh
. R. Bynum V

Vice Presider.t
Nuclear Power Production
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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This report is submitted as a voluntary LER. On November 4, 1989, RADCON personnel were
| performing housekeeping activities in the Radwaste Evaporator Building. Three buckets
| containing seven lead bricks presumed to contain neutron instrumentation detectors and

one polybag presumed to contain SNM material were located. Upon discovery, these items
were placed in a 55-gallon drum. The SNM custodian was notified of the discovery on
November 8, 1989, and' subsequently determined that these items were not being carried on
the current SNM inventory. An additional item which was being carried on the inventory
was placed in the drum. A subsequent inventory of 21 drums containing SNM contained in
the Radwaste Evaporator Building revealed discrepancies between the contents of the
drums and the inventories for those drums developed in 1986.

At present, it appears that the primary cause of the discrepancies is personnel error.
Programmatic control of SNM items was lacking when the 1986 baseline inventory was
performed.

Corrective actions will be taken to ensure an accurate and maintainable SNM program.
These corrective acticas includet the reinventory of SNM at BFN, providing SNM training
for personnel involved in the search and inventory of SNM, reviewing past commitments
and corrective actions for adequacy; the monitoring of the SNM inventory by Quality
Assurance to ensure a high confidence level, and the disposing of unusable SNM items.
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DISCRIPTION OF EVENI

On November 4,1989 at 0900 hours, RADCON personnel perfoming housekeeping
cctivities in the Radwaste Evaporator Building located three buckets containing
ceven lead bricks and a polyethylene bag containing SNM items. The lead bricks are
generally used for SNM containers. These items were placed in a 55-gallon drum to
ensure a more positive storage. An attempt to make an information call to the SNM
custodian (SNMC) to notify him of the rearrangement of the SNM items within the .

Iitem control area (ICA) was unsuccessful. These items were tagged with
radiological survey tags indicating SNM items. On November 8, 1989, in a radwaste
meeting, personnel discussed the storage of the SNM items in the 55-gallon drum on
November 4. Following the meeting, the SNM custodian was notified of the discovery
and disposition of the incore detectors on November 4, 1989. Two reactor engineers
were instructed by the SNMC to perform a physical search of the 55-gallon drum
where the subject detectors were placed. The seven lead bricks and a polybag were
opened. A total of eight SNM items were discovered. They are as follows:

Five SNM items from the lead bricks were determined to be intermediate range
monitors (IRMs). Two SNM items were determined to be traversing incore probes
(TIPS). One SNM iten: in the polyethylene bag war, determined to be a source
range monitor (SRM).

These SNM items did not agree with the most recent SNM inventory dated
August 29, 1989.

An additional SNM item which was being carried on the SNM inventory for the
Radwaste Evaporator Building was placed in the 55-gallon drum on November 8,

, 1989.
|

At the time 'IVA determined that the eight SNM ltems were unaccounted for in
BFN's SNM inventory, the condition was reviewed for reportability. The incident
was deemed not reportable since the SNM items had been "found" and not " lost."
Loss of this SNM was reported to NRC in 1986. It was decided at that time that
the event would be reported via a Special Report to NRC; however, in light of
the significance of this issue, TVA has now concluded that this statement should
have been insnediately reported.

In response to the discovery of the detectors on November 4, the SNMC had
searches performed of the unit 1, 2, and 3 TIP Rooms and Drywell Undervessel
Areas. No unaccounted for SNM items were identified in these locations.

A search and consolidation of 18 of the 21 SNM Storage Drums in the Radwaste
Evaporator Building was also conducted at the SNMC's request. Twelve drums were
opened on November 25, 1989; the remaining six drums were opened on November 26,

l 1989. The contents of the drums were compared against the inventory list
created when the drums were sealed in 1986. A number of discrepancies between
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the inventories of 1986 and the actual contents of the drums were identified.
Nine of the items in the sealed drums were incorrectly categorized as SNM items
in 1986. The items were determined in 1989 not to be SNM. These items have now
been categorized as lost.

| Also on November 26 and 27, 15 lead bricks stored in the newly consolidated
drums and assumed to contain SNM items were opened. Of the 15 bricks, only 13
bricks contained SNM items. Two did not contain any SNM items. A canister
which was assumed to store an irradiated TIP was intentionally not opened
in 1986. It was opened on November 27, 1989, and did not contain a SNM item.
These items were categorized as lost.

Discrepancies discovered in BFN's SNM inventory as a result of the searches
performed on November 25 - November 27, 1989 were immediately reported to NRC in
accordance with 10 CFR 20.402 and 10 CFR 70.52.

CAUSILDE_IVENT

Root cause analysis of these events has not been completed. At present, it
appears that personnel error and a programmatic breakdown of the SNM
accountability program dating before 1986 contributed to the event. Befoce
1986, TVA's SNM accountability program was ineffective in accounting for small
quantities of SNM (e.g., incore detectors). The earliest records that indicate
the existence of an SNM program at BFN is dated January 29, 1973. These records
indicate that the first receipt of SNM occurred in November of 1970.

'From 1970 until early 1976, detailed memorandums identifying receipts.
transfers, inventories, and shipments of SNM were transmitted from the Reactor
Engineering Supervisor to the Results Section Supervisor (Technical Support
Superintendent). From this information, it can be seen that procedural guidance-
was minimal. There were requirements ta maintain history records and to perform
annual inventories. There was no requirement to perform a material balance at
that time. Implementation, however, was thorough and well documented. A
material balance from this information can be done with a high level of

confidence.

From 1976 until early 1980, procedural guidance was still minimal, but
implementation appears adequate however, documentation decreases
significantly. A material balance from this information has a lower level of
coniidence.

From 1980 until the actions resulting from the loss of the five fuel loading
chambers in 1986, the procedural guidance remained the same. During this time

period, there were problems with implementation. Additionally, history records
have been determined to contain many errors. Any ef f ort to perform a material
balance of items during this period has a very low level of confidence.
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As a result of SNM accountability problems in 1986, TVA took corrective actions
to upgrade its SNM program, including revised corporate and site procedures 4 1

improved management control of SNM handling, packaging and shippingt conducted a
site wide searchi and inventoried ICAs. These searches were inadequate and
hampered by poor housekeeping practices as demonstrated by the discovery of the,

SNM items on November 4, 1989.

As to the inventory discrepancies, inadequate training is a contributing cause
of this event. Personnel performing the 1986 search of the drum had minimal
training before the search consnenced and TVA believes that the training was
inadequate for the task.

TVA did not adequately segregate SNM and non-SNM storage drums. TVA did not
dispose of these items in a timely manner.

ANA1.YSIS_0E_ EVENT

'
During this event, unit 2 was in the cold shutdown condition with irradiated
fuel in the reactor vessel. Units 1 and unit 3 were defueled. This event
occurred in the Radwaste Evaporator Building, an ICA. As noted above, the 1986
inventory was not accurate. Ilowever, each SNM item found was in an approved ICA.

The radiological consequences to onsite and offsite personnel are considered
insignificant because of the final disposition of SNM items. The diecrepancies
in the 1986 search and inventory resulted in a reporting error of six milligrams
of unaccounted for SNM. ICA 13 in the Radwaste Evaporator Building is
controlled as a locked high-radiation area in accordance with Browns Ferry's
Technical Specifications. This permits positive access control to ensure plant
personnel do not inadvertently access a high-radiation area. The event had no
other effect on the safe operations of the plant before, during, or after the
event,

l' REY _IDilS_ sit 11LhlLEVENIS

Although no previous LER has been generated on lost SNM, WA has provided to NRC
the following required violation responses and special reports: (1) Notice of ;

Violation 86-38-01 (2) Notico of Violation 87-29-01 (3) SR 88001 Information |
Report dated October 7, 1988.
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CORRECILYLACIIDN

After determining that eight incore detectors in the Radwaste Evaporator
Building were unaccounted for, WA took short-term and long-term corrective
actions. TVA has developed an interim SNM recovery plan. Whenever the final
root cause of the November event has been completed, WA will review
its interim SNM recovery plan to ensure that any additional short- and long-term
corrective actions which TVA believes will preclude a recurrence of the event
are incorporated in the final recovery plan.

Sil0RI-IEleL.00RRECI1YlLACIl0NS

An action plan defining WA's interim recovery plan was developed. The
following areas where SNM might have been stored which could present a
significant radiological hazard to onsite personnel were searched for SNM

| items.- Units 1, 2, and 3 Traversing Incore Probe Rooms were searched and no SNM
was found. Units 1, 2, and 3 drywell undervessel areas were searched and no SNM
was found. The Radwaste Evaporator Building was also searched. No additional
SNM was found. The Power Stores Warehouse SNM storage arent the chem lab SNM
vault; the RADCON Instrument Lab SNM Cabinet; and the local power range monitor
box on the refuel floor were searched and no discrepancies were found. SNM
drums in the Radwaste Evaporator Building were segregated from non-SNM radwaste
by a rope. A service request was written to build a SNM enclosure that can be
locked. Although 21 SNM drtens were inventoried, only 18 were consolidated.
Discrepancies noted between the previous BFN inventory list and the drum
contents were immediately reported to NRC.-

LONG-TERM 00RRECIlVLACIl0NS {

Long-term actions identified to date have been included in the interim SNM
recovery plan. SNM items will be physically inventoried as follows:

1. All non-fuel SNM.

2. All fuel assemblies located in the SFSPs.

3. The video tape of the unit 2 core will be reverified.

iiRT Form 366(6-89)
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linusable SNM detectors and their cables will be sent of fsite for burial at an
appropriate facility. A staging area vill be designated to temporarily store ,

SNM for chipment assuring positive SNM control. WA will develop and implement
a detailed training program for the identification of SRMs and IRMs. WA will t

'

assess the experience and training of BFN personnel involved in the S!'M
control. TVA will review prevlous SNM commitments made to NRC for adequate
implementation. TVA will review assumptions of previous corrective actions and
control programs and apply any lessons learned to other areas (e.g., by-product
materials). Quality Assurance organization will perform an independent review
of the inventory to provide an additional level of confidence. The weight of
the SNM which is missing will be estimated. A list of the total missing SNM at
BFN will be developed. SNM currently stored in the Radwaste Evaporator Building
will be labeled and assigned a serial number.

00tt111Mii,NIS

Develop and implement a training program for the identification of SRMs and
IBMs. Assess the experience and training of BFN personnel involved in the SNM
control.

Review previous SNM commitments and corrective actions for lessons learned.

Quality Assurance organization will perform an independent review of the
inventory to provide an additional level of confidence.

Perform physical inventory of SNM.

Develop a plan for disposing of unusable SNM.t

!
Establish an SNM only staging area for unusable SNM items. !

l

Provide final report on SNM accountability.

These commitments will be completed before the restart of unit 2.
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